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About This Game

Escape from the mundane or stressful elements of life with a trip under the ocean, where you can create countless beautiful
reefs, underwater caves, and sunken forests.

Use a number of tools to sketch and build animated oceanscapes, and then fill them with different sea creatures, from goldfish
to sea turtles. When you’re ready to save, export your favorites to share with others and even turn them into screensavers for

your PC (with a free screensaver app). The possibilities are as endless as the seas.

Key Features

Easy-to-use editor to create endless animated oceanscapes

Steam Workshop integration to share and download custom creations

12 Steam Achievements to encourage your creativity

Steam Trading Cards, badges, emoticons and backgrounds to unlock, inspired by the creatures of Pixelscape: Oceans

Any future content will be free (no paid DLC or in-game micro-transactions)
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GREAT 8 BIT ADVENTURE. Very interesting game. Really tests your mind when you get to the later levels.

Certainly worth the small price, even if you only play it for a few days!. A standalone image creation and editing platform this is
not.
Fully supports professional graphics tablets, although none of the default brushes seem to use tilt, bearing, rotation etc.
I'd like to see more experimental input options such as audio.
It rather reminds me of Alchemy, or of the newer Painter X3 gravity brush engine etc.

It could really use a brush size lock (zoom in = bigger brush-or rather, the brush stays the same size relative to the screen) The
same behaviour really irks me with Mischief too. Seriously, toggle this feature on and off. This is the one and only thing I can
say I actually hate about the app. Sadly I really really HATE that behaviour.

It's basically a very slick digital painting app with very limited editing capabilities and a single, very fast, robust, and
customisable brush engine.

It's fun to play with but I can't get my head around the brush editor and I hate the brush size behaviour.
It's very good at what it does but it is kinda awkward, and expensive, and Windows only.
It would be unfair to review it on tasks it's not designed for so that's it.. This game is just insane. Insanely good.

First of all, I got this for 20$. I think it was worth it. You might be like, \u201cdOoD. DiS iS 20 bUcK$. dood. itZ jUsT
$TiCKm3n wAlKiNG aRounD. lool. suX, dood.\u201d Well, you may not have played it. This is from my opinion. And I think
it\u2019s really fun. Especially the combat zones. Like the lab and the freaking insanely hard new abandoned warehouse. And if
you are thinking about roasting me in the comments, don\u2019t. Buy this game for yourself and see how good it actually is. I
play this game for hours. It\u2019s so addicting!!!. No updates in yonks - it's dead.
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Great pack as far as DLC is concerned. Not a bad price and it is well worth it considering the caliber of the game. The skins
look absolutely incredible and you can tell this wasn't just put together to cash in. Still I think given the fanbase some of the
DLC costume packs should be included in the game by default perhaps. I want to make it clear I am not whining about the
costume packs being DLC, just that it'd be nice to have alternate outfits from through Batman's history. No, just. No..
\udb40\udc21. A short, but fun, puzzle-platformer.

Just make sure you don't jump into spikes.
Although it seems like an extremely good idea at first, it just doesn't end well.

11/10. Would jump in more spikes.. Zuma's Revenge is a match 3 puzzle game, where the objective of the game is to clear the
marbles without them getting eaten by the skull thing (whatever it is). There are 60 levels in the basic story mode, then if you
want you can go through the same levels again at a higher difficulty level - this is called Heroic Mode. Then there are challenges
that you can try to get a certain amount of points before the time runs out, and then there is the mode that I literally finished
right before I started writing this review - Iron Frog (ten levels of twisty madness with only one life). Just a note for those
reading this - I didn't play the prequel of this game, and as far as I could tell I wasn't missing too much and I understood and
enjoyed the story that was told with the sequal. I finished this game with all of the achievements in about 86 hours.

I really enjoyed the story mode - I got though most of it without much difficulty until about world four or five. Overall I loved
the story mode; after finishing it, I did heroic mode. This was significantly more difficult, where I started to get stuck as early as
half way through world two. With some breaks where I switched to the challenge levels instead, I was able to push through the
rest of Heroic Mode. With both of these, I had gotten frustrated at times, but in the end the satisfaction of completing an area
and thinking "I never have to go back to that area again because I finally got a frickin' checkpoint," was far more rewarding than
the frusteration I felt.

Now, Iron Frog. The reason my playtime is as long as it is. This took me a looott of time, a lot more than you think ten levels
would take to finish. No, oh no, don't be fooled. It isn't called Iron Frog (after the Iron Man Triathlon of swimming, cycling, and
running) for nothing. You get one life, and each level has it's own little gimmick that you have to figure out in order to clear it
an a fast enough time to get the "Iron Will" achievement. I couldn't tell you how many times I had to play the first six levels
alone. You have to play that mode over and over again to the point that you can tell when level one isn't going to give you the
marble combinations you need to get a good time. In order to save myself from the pain, I would start over to give myself the
longest time cushion that I could. I set up my own timer on my other monitor to constantly check my progress. At times, it
actually caused me grief when I failed at a level, because I just couldn't stand the idea of doing it again, but after a break and
coming back to it the next day I would have restored determination to get it done.

After dozens upon dozens of attempts (and the third time I had the priveladge to see level ten with my own eyes), I completed it!
My heart was pounding, hands sweaty, and I was shaking like jello. I looked over at my timer on my other monitor to see exactly
25 minutes (it has to be under that to get the achievement), but I believed my own timer would be a little bit off because it had
been counting transitions between levels, which I figured the game itself wouldn't do. I looked back, and there I saw the little
pop up for the achivement. AFdsfkhdsiondjksgfl, I'm still so excited about it because it's so fresh in my memory, so I wanted to
write the review as soon as I could. The next screen showed my time. TWENTY FOUR MINUTES AND TWENTY FOUR
SECONDS! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!! My first time completing the mode and I had the achievement - barely, but I had
done it!

Overall, I think this game is definitely worth your time if you like match 3 games, or if you enjoy challenging puzzle games. In
summary, cute Story Mode, challenging Heroic Mode, and a brutal but ultimately satisfying Iron Frog mode. Plenty of gamplay
for the price. Nice sound effects and music (which can be adjusted on sliders), and one fierce froggy friend. Yep yep yep,
ZUMA!. Enjoyable train. The actual A1 is a good looking beast and so is this rendition, although it is lacking in detail and
showing its age, but at the sale $4.49 price it's worth getting. Sounds are mediocre but passable, and its easy to drive and get up
some speed. The smoke and steam is also too low and a tad disaapointing, but all in all, a nice loco.. Neat little game! It's
something you can beat in less than an hour, but for $0.99 it's still a pleasant series of puzzles yknow?

The concept of the game makes it similar to games like Akin - you have to draw one continuous line through all the tiles. Simple
concept, but I like that LineWay introduces new gameplay elements every 10 puzzles or so to freshen things up.

If you want a minimalist puzzle experience that's soothing, short, and sweet without getting too repetitive, this game does just
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the trick!

(I also just love how you connect the tiles by dragging out one continuous line, and the little sounds it makes when you let go,
and the whole thing shrinks back to the original tile. It's a cute effect!)
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